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“OPAL aims to create a new generation of nature-lovers by getting people to engage with the natural world around them.”
What is news?

Before approaching your local newspaper or journalist one of the most important issues to consider is whether your story is newsworthy. In order for a story to be news, it must have at least one of the following:

**Be about people**
All stories have issues, but issues are BORING, so they have to be translated into human interest. News stories are all about how people are affected.

**Have an angle**
Your local journalist is always looking for an angle to a news story. Their aim is to be first, better or different. That should be your aim too.

Remember these three points to make a good news story:

1. **New / novel / different / extreme**
   By definition news is something that happened today that didn’t happen yesterday. Stories need to be new and unusual.

2. **Community**
   An interesting activity and / or achievement by a group or individual from the community. This is an essential news value for local newspapers.

3. **Events**
   Special awards, celebrity attendance (including locally known people, eg. mayor or head of fire department), large numbers, interesting locations.

When deciding what to write about, it is also worth considering what you want coverage for. For example, if you want to publicise an event in order to get people to attend, you should issue a pre-event press release one to two weeks before the event. Make sure you include all the details people will need to know such as contact numbers, location, times, etc.

You could then issue a post-event release with photos after the event to celebrate your success. If you are holding a private event, a post-event press release will be more relevant.
What are the different types of media?

**Newspapers**
Did you know that the regional press is the second largest advertising medium in the UK after television? Getting your story in your local newspaper can be an invaluable and cost-effective way to gain publicity for your event.

**Radio and television**
You can also approach local stations and programmes which might be interested in OPAL activities. You could be invited to give an interview, or a journalist may even want to attend the event on the day.

**Monthly / bi-monthly / quarterly magazines specific to your type of activity**
You may wish to consider specialist publications which relate to your activity – these could be magazines such as Country Life, Outdoor Enthusiast or Sea Angler. These kind of publications usually work several weeks, even months, in advance so you need to make contact with them early.
Talking to the media

Hints and tips!

1. **Don’t be scared** – journalists are there to do a job and they need you as much as you need them.

2. **Always appear friendly and helpful**

3. **Speak with conviction to get your points across** – be proud that you know the subject much better than they do.

4. **If you receive a call** directly from the media but feel unable to deal with their enquiry, be polite but refer them to the OPAL Communications Office.

5. **It is perfectly acceptable** to say that you / a colleague will call a journalist back if you need time to think. It is rare but occasionally a journalist will have a hidden agenda, so letting the Communications Officer deal with them first means you can be more prepared.

6. **If you do promise to call someone back, make sure you do**

7. **Respect** journalist deadlines and respond to queries in a timely fashion.

8. **Never lose your cool** – even if you feel you are being provoked. Again it’s quite reasonable to say you will call them back.

9. **The secret of success is preparation.** Decide in advance what your key messages are and stick to them. Ideally, you should have no more than three.

**More hints and tips! »**
Hints and tips! ... continued

10 **Never, ever, ever go off the record.** You should only ever say something that you wouldn’t mind seeing on the front page of a national newspaper with your name on it.

11 **Stay calm, clear and collected and keep smiling** – it will come across, even on radio.

12 **Practice, practice, practice!** Read newspapers and magazines, listen to broadcast interviews and learn from good and bad spokespeople.

13 **Ask questions!** You are allowed to ask a journalist exactly what they are after from you, what the context of the story is, when it is appearing, who else they are talking to etc etc.

“You are allowed to ask a journalist exactly what they are after from you.”
Perfect press releases

A press release is the standard and most commonly used form of written communication when dealing with the media.

A release follows a structured format which allows you to convey the necessary details about your news story in a style which is easily recognised by journalists.

Most journalists receive many, many press releases every day so it’s really important to make yours stand out and to make the information contained within it easily consumed; anything too fussy or over-complicated is only likely to find its way into the recycling bin!

Listed below are some tips for writing your press release

Tips

1. All press releases must start with ‘For immediate release: day/date/month/year’.

2. The headline should be short and informative. When a journalist is trawling through the numerous press releases they receive, a catchy headline will grab their attention.

3. The five ‘W’s and the ‘H’
   This is the crux of all news. Any good news story provides answers to each of these questions.

4. The first paragraph must be short and summarise the whole story. It must contain the ‘five W’s and the H’ in a nutshell. You can provide further details later on. A journalist will glance at this one paragraph and make a decision on this as to whether they will read on making it the most important part of your release.

5. The next two to three paragraphs should repeat the story, explaining in more detail.

More press release tips! >>
Perfect press releases
... continued

6 Try to keep press releases to one side of A4 paper. If it is longer than one page, use two separate numbered pages and write ‘More follows…’ at the bottom of page one.

7 Quote people: Include a short lively quote. Do not use “I” and “me” when you are quoting someone.

8 Keep sentences and paragraphs short and simple. Don’t use flowery language and fancy words.

9 Good photos accompanying a press release can make all the difference to the impact of the story (refer to the next section for photographic tips and advice).

10 Make sure that your release is being sent to the right person, at the right address, at the right time. Give the publication a call to find out who it would be best to send it to.

Layout
The layout of the press release is just as important as the content as it allows a journalist to gain the crux of the story and your contact details at a glance.
Photocalls

A photocall is an opportunity for journalists from your local papers to come along all at once and get the photographs and interviews they want all in one go.

**Tips**

- **Send out a photocall alert to your local press.** It should include information about the event; why it’s taking place, when it’s taking place, who will be attending, and the exact time and location of the photocall.

- **Be prepared.** Be clear about what you want to say before the photocall; what is the event, why is it so important, what is it going to mean?

- **Use OPAL branded pull-up stands / posters** as a backdrop and, if you have one, wear your OPAL branded polo shirt.

- **Take your own photographs** on the day, you could ask a friend or colleague to help. This is so that you have pictures to send out should anyone request images after the photocall has taken place.

If organising a photocall isn’t practical, you can always take pictures and attach them to a post-event press release.
Photography and filming advice

The legalities
When using photos / video for promotional purposes, it is essential to obtain the necessary documentation to protect the project legally.

There are two key documents to be completed:

- Copyright assignment
- Consent forms

Both of these documents should, ideally, be completed in advance of your event.

Copyright assignment
A copyright assignment should be completed by the photographer so that OPAL can retain the rights to images.

Consent forms
Consent forms are vital to protect vulnerable children and adults. Not all individuals will be suitable for publicity shoots, take for example someone whose identity needs to be protected because they have been put into care.

It is also important that anyone taking part in OPAL publicity has also agreed to their image being used in a variety of ways. The consent form covers the project legally and prevents disputes further down the line.

Note!
These documents must not be ignored or bypassed. Both the project and / or partners could face severe legal implications if these procedures are not followed.
Please remember...

Just because you contact your local newspaper with a possible story, or supply an interview and/or images, they are in no way obliged to use it.

If a journalist turns your story down or an article is dropped at the last minute, do not be disheartened or take it personally. Most newspapers need to be scrupulous about what they run as there is not always room for everything.

Often they also need to amend pages at the last minute to make room for important breaking news stories.

“Most newspapers need to be scrupulous about what they run as there is not always room for everything.”